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INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA

Only The
THE ORDINARY PARTIES
FROM EXTREME LEFT 
TO EXTREME RIGHT ARE 
UNITED IN THEIR CONCEPT OF :

”A fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work”
The difference between the ideas of the 

Socialist Party of Canada* and those of any other 
party in Canada* are as basic as white is from 
black. The ideas of all the other Parties form 
a left-wing-to-right-wing spectrum. The Socialist 
Party does not occupy any soot in this spectrum* 
but is outside of it* and opposed to it entirely.

The ideas of the other Parties comprise 
mainly the political ideas of current society. 
According to the currently fostered concept* pre
sent day society is made up of several segments 
of the population* none of which occupies a 
clearly dominant position over the others. With 
variations* these segments are the business com
munity* the labor sector* and the general Public. 
Eeualitv exists between individuals as well as 
economic segments* as the belief goes* and is 
proven by the "fact" that most individuals pay 
taxes* reinforced by the fact that everyone who 
is eligible also h?s a vote. Further* there is a 
myth of neutral governments which purportedly 
compel the rich business pcopIc to hand over 
money to help the very poor people via taxation. 
Another ideological prop for this egalitarian 
Picture is the theory that employers* governmen
tal and private* invest money for the purpose of 
providing individuals of the labor sector with
incomes by way of employment.

This alleged altruistic Phenomena would have 
its Parallel m primitive communities* where the 
strongest hunters provided for the weaker mem
bers of the tribe* with the whole family of huma
noids thereby prospering in a classless manner. 
When the patriotic notion of a common interest 
between all People within the national borders is 
added to the foregoing* an apparently impregnable

hypothesis of togetherness emerges. When some of 
the obnoxious features of the real world collide 
with this fortress* its adherents rationalize 
them out of existence with more mythology* for 
example* "the rich deserve their comfortable 
lives, they work harder, or they are smarter", or 
"the destitute are lazy, they deserve to be 
poor", or "man is inherently greedy and aggres
sive - some individuals must win while others 
lose - everybody has an equal chance - this is 
only fair and just", etc.

6bcx&tati/na/Xiy Qu/ruA&AlfiJ
While the general left-center-right spectrum 

regards the population sectors of current society 
as being more or less eoualitarian and co-opera- 
tive entities* devoted to social ends* the 
Socialist Party of Canada on the other hand sees 
society as being completely divided* on the basis 
of ownership and non-ownership of the means for 
producing and distributing wealth* so much so* 
that it does not regard such seemingly "public 
property" as highways* sidewalks* government 
buildings and parks as belonging to society* but 
belonging predominantly to the individual owners 
of municiPle and other government bonds* and 
operated for the collective* national capitalist 
class. naturally the useful majority is allowed 
to use these facilities* since it is this proper- 
tiless (in the means of production) class which 
operates these facilities for the other class 
that owns them. Suburban thoroughfares are effi"
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SOCIALIST PARTY °' CANADA
SUBSCRIBES TO THE 

MARXIAN MOTTO OF -

’’Abolition of the wages system®
cient passage-ways for workers to and from their 
mortgaged homes* where they recoup their ener
gies* to stores for essentials to maintain ener
gies too* and to factories and businesses (where 
they are separated from what they produce). In 
urban areas* streets and sidewalks are appendages 
of commerce. Roads are built or widened accor
ding to the needs of new supermarkets* etc. Not 
long ago* the traffic engineer of a city in west
ern Canada reduced the parking time in front of 
loading zones from 30 minutes to 15 minutes. His 
restriction had been prompted by "abuse of the 
zones where some people had been stopping for a 
cup of coffee and other non-commercial uses".

Co-existent with non-ownership and non-con- 
scious involvement by the majority* is the trau
matic effect of the impersonal overcrowding of 
cities. Monsters of capitalism* organized - 
arranged* for Profit.

Worker occupation of these premises* despite 
it being on the rigid terms of the absentee own
ers* can help to impart the illusion of freedom. 
Parks are another profitable asset of the capita
list class in that they too* promote the myth of 
a classless democracy. Anything that promotes 
this unreality furthers the facility of the own
ing section to use the rest of society. In the 
meantime "squatters", "transients" and vagrants" 
or anyone else who does not inmediately figure in 
the bookkeeping operations of capitalism are dis
couraged from using these facilities. The profit
ability of Parks is not direct* neither does it 
accrue to any individual entreoeneur* but is of 
indirect monetary benefit to the whole business 
section: not on'y from the promotion of false 
eouality* but also for the fact that they provide

one of the many necessary forms of temporary 
escape from the daily grind that help keep 
workers productive.

The means of production and distribution are 
operated by the wage working majority fo the 
profit of the minority who own it. Wages paid* 
welfare* unemployment insurance* taxed from the 
profits of the rich* are not a sign of responsi
bility to society* but evidence of responsibility 

class to itself* in that it 
healthy and able work force* 

lowest possible expense* to

of the capitalist 
needs a reasonably 
maintained at the 
produce profits.

It may not be easy to explain that the 
economic and institutional verities of current 
society* like money* wa<es* profits, capital, 
banks* Jails, armed forces* the state* judiciary* 
etc. are not a part of the chromosomes of the 
human species. That they are on the other hand* 
the institutuons of a transitory social form* 
"here today and gone tomorrow’ in the historical 
Context. Another difficulty might be illustrat
ing the tie-in between the foregoing institutions 
and the concentration of wealth in a few hands* 
as is the case in all countries. Easier to get 
across will be something more apparent* such as 
the fact of this concentration itself* which 
forces the majority to produce for the few who 
own. In Canada* John Porter’s "Vertiele Mosaic" 
puts the fact in graphic form.
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I» conjunction wtkl» the old saving that 
*pc«oe«<im is aio* points of the Iw" “ it is 
iMXtr to see that the processes of present day 
society are basically the processes of expanding 
ti»t orooerty of the owning and rolxne amor it,.

rfju, £u»*£t> ~
■Jv dJavenys

In today's society* the aeons of production 
ossdoes the peculiar fora of capital* that xs* 
Maith existing solely for the oaroose of creat- 

acre wealth* far self exoansxan through the 
enoioitation of wade-labor. Viewed in this 
Ifcflrt* it cannot also ftfKtian in tne interests 
of society* as workers are on co eroded to think.
Of necessity* wades are each ended far given 
Mounts of the workers Physical and aentil 
energies needed to or me the materials of nature 
and machinery todether for the production of new 
wealth, is seek they are not divert to the 
workers as a re*arc far work done or out of 
capitalist cancer for the needs of the woor. 
Instead the, are the monetary form of the food* 
clothing* shelter* education* etc.* needed to 
renew a oarticoiar Quality and Quantity of human 
energy, or labor sower* so that the production of 
•refits m, continue. Admittedly the exchange of 
a divan amount of money value for an eoual amount 
of energy ability appears ta be fair* Just and 
Classless and this is an appearance that the 
investment class strives to perpetuate* in the 
sunos ef those tram wham they live. But it is 
the workers' sower or ability to deliver energy 
that is Ooudht* not the total amount of work they 
do in a diver hour or day. Investment is made on 
the assumption of the production of surplus 
values ever and above the values said as wades. 
In other words* the appropriation of the proceeds 
of unsold labor* or stolen wealth* is the^source 
of Profit. Since usually the wade-worker s only 
source of income Is by way of producing surplus 
value for an idle and alien owning class* on its 
rules* and term* and being limited and con
ditioned by its interests* this form of work is 
retarded bv The Socialist Party of Canada as 
being a type of forced labor. Wades are recog
nized as being the haileierk of the slavery of the 
working majority.

jdSsue&zfr CtoU&udtocBBni
Inevitably a struggle arises between those 

who own arc those who produce. These two classes 
would have some time explaining why they fi«»t 
over toe division of wealth when there really is 
not supposed to be any deep split in society at 
all. This struggle has been confined* to date 
to the mere tense of the workers* robbery other
wise knoto as economic action to protect wades 
and working conditions against further encroach

ments by capital. With the exception of the Soc
ialist Party of Canada* the limitations of this 
guerrilla activity are fine with all parties.
For instance the Labor minister of the New N.D.P. 
government inB.C., shortly after its electoral 
victor,* warned the workers* in several speeches 
that there had been too many strikes during the 
past year. Some of them deplore even thie con
cession to the workers because (I) (especially 
if they are in office) it tends to erode profits 
and their job is to protect Profits* and (2) it 
keeps interferrind with their pretension that 
capitalism is classless.

While the Socialist Party of Canada recog
nizes the necessity of trade union rear-guard 
activity* it has the sole distinction of wanting 
to see the struggle extended to the political 
plain* for the goal of ending class struggle* by 
ending the division into classes and the Plunder Aa 
of one by the other.

The workers* war with the employing class is 
only defensive so far* and non-political* because 
they have not done welt in the war of ideas. As 
yet* most of the ideas of society are the ideas 
of its rulers.

Following from the fact ot non-ownership of 
the means of production* the majority is also 
divorced from real citizenship? they own no coun
try* no natural resources? only their physical 
and mental energies which they sell for a wage to 
those who do own "the country”. Nationalism - 
patriotism* a "rallying around the flag" emotion
alism is one of the most successful and insidious 
methods known to rulers in hiding the fact of 
their rule* the opposition between they and the 
majority.

Take the instance of public Parks again. i
They probably make up less than one per bent of 
the land area of the country. Any surface or 
mineral rights not currently being used by a Par
ticular industry are known as crown land* e.g. 
government owned land and* according to capital is 
dogma* this means it belongs to all the people.

But* while the proletarians in the civilized 
south believe this Political nonsense some of the 
natives of the north are Presently locked in a 
legal battle with the government trying to get 
ownership of territory they occupy* which is sup
posed to belong to everybody in the first place.

Northern natives retain remnants of their 
tribal values* including a valid concept of free 
and ecual citizenship* involving among other 
things - common ownership* voluntary work and 
free access to the proceeds of the hunt. However* 
an abundant supply of missionaries and school 
teachers have been on hand* fixing their heads on 

» civilized concepts of citizenship. That is* to 
be useful to "society"* they must learn to 
produce profits for the capitalist class via the 
wages system* in some factory* office or mine.
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They art being forced to surrender to the ehyfo- 
soohy of dependence on capital - which ceuals 
relative poverty.

In the interval* the authorities don't mind 
if the natives use ‘’welfare” money to keep them
selves in a drunken stupor - as an antidote to 
their enforced idleness and non-life. Alcohol 
has been known as a preservative* and as lone as 
this potential labor-power pool is there when the 
financiers are ready to "develop” the north* 
that’s fine. In conjunction with the raw 
material and machinery* they require labor power 
for the development of new riches for themselves. 
They are the real owners of any country. The 
majority own little* if anything* beyond their 
ability to work.

Modem warfare is also no more a part of the 
nature of man than is unemployment insurance. 
They are both a part of the activities and behav
iorism of the species today* and as such are the 
result of the interaction between man on the one 
hand* and his present peculiar environment on the 
other. When the world's workers have consigned 
the social environment of capitalism to the 
scrap-heap of history* human behaviour will 
involve the new social circumstances.

In present society* goods and services 
assume the peculiar form of conmoditles* that is* 
they are items of wealth produced primarily for 
sale-profit. Social use is a secondary motive. 
Therefore a competition arises between national 
capitalist groups over markets* materials* etc. 
Wars are violent stages of this competition and 
of course will continue to mess up the social 
scene until wealth is produced solely for use. 
This will not happen until the workers* who do

4^ the fighting and dying* cease identifying 
themselves with the interest of their respective 
national bosses.

While all other Parties have lined up behind 
the Patriotic interests of the capitalist class 
during wartime the Socialist Party of Canada 
alone has stood against involvement in all wars* 
not on the argument of the Pacifists* or the idea

a/
The role of money is accepted by most work

ers as a means of distributing goods and ser
vices* an innocent by-stander* having no class 
bias at all. This is the way their masters want 
to keep them thinking. The Socialist or scien
tific view is that money is merely a medium for 
exchanging other commodities. The surplus values 
that have been wrung out of the working class at 
the Point of production have no immediate value 
to their owners until they have been exchanged 
into the money commodity. Only in this way can 
the stolen wealth be used to buy more materials* 
machinery* labor-power to expand capital and to 
provide lavish living for the owners of capital.

Modem wage slaves could not be paid in kind 
as were their peasant predecessors. The complex
ity of variety of consumptive items needed to re
produce their productive energies would make sue* 
a means of payment impractical. Money wages 
allows this necessary Part of the economic equa
tion of carftalism to take Place efficiently on 
the workers "own time".

Money is another institution of the exelax- 
tative society* just as necessary for the norma! 
production of surplus values as is poverty for 
those who are forced to do the producing. The 
working public is rationed through this money 
form of wages by the limitations of the value of 
the commodity it sells* labor-power.

The workers' lives are also restricted crest 
ively* co-operatively. They are degraded by this 
economic sobiugation. They are human beings who 
are warped* conditioned* manipulated into being 
producers of coomodities* for the profit of an 
alien owning class* and are deprived of individ
uality. The process begins in childhood. This 
conditioning results in intellectual atrophy and 
political dependence.

An ewninent Psychiatrist noted recently that 
a majority of the patients in mental hospitals 
have been Plagued with the identical problem - 
lack of meaning or purpose in their lives. The 
same prevails with suicides. It is a social 
sickness.

There is a theory in vogue among some of the 
younger adults of reducing the pain through Part- 
time wage work* while surviving for the rest of 
the time on the dole. This is very marginal and 
temporary* and is not an escape by the eropert- 
iless* from their rulers’ treadmill. They* like 
the rest* suffer intellectual atrophy ano polit
ical dependence.

Capitalist production involves a life sen
tence of involuntry* unpleasant* labor. In add
ition to the years of longing for the end of each 
shift* or the coming of each week-end* some wage
workers have been observed with t wall calendar* 
showing the years of orudgerr left to serve* be
fore retirement.

Any Party which purports to abolish the mis
ery of the majority without abolishing the money- 
waecs-profit economy* is appealing for votes for 
capitalism and the cause of the problem.

%wffu GUnetuiu
This alienation is usually not absolute. If 

it was it would be very inefficient. To keek 
productivity up* some escape or leisure is nec
essary. Some workers can be seen happily skiing* 
skating or following many other Pleasant pursuits
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while others are alleviating frustrations via 
violent TV stories. Others are in jails* mental 
hospitals or alcoholic drying out stations.

The dubious claim by some younger workers of 
’‘beating the system” by using the dole* is fur
ther negated by noting the leisure needed by all 
workers, also by their bosses need to keep them 
alive until they hear "hie master’s voice" for 
employment again. The tail does not wag the dog.

A delicate tolerance level is sustained be
tween misery and escapism generally, while some 
workers may come close to living full lives* 
which is exceptional. The majority of the use
ful class are not allowed to sink too low, or 
they might become more violent or unproductive. 
Worker violence never has threatened* nor is it 
likely to threaten the political Power of the 
capitalist class. This violence has been an em
barrassment to government, and a futile expense. 
A fall in Productivity though, could be a head
ache to the owners, by way of a fall in profits.

GyaiJjaJb
Even the environment of capitalism might be 

less unpleasant if the workers of the world did 
not strive to live the contradiction created by 
their belief that governments serve all the 
people in conflict with the wretched reality of 
their social position.

In addition to insisting that a minority mon
opolizes the means of production, the Socialist 
Party of Canada emphasizes that "the machinery 
of government, including the armed forces of the 
nation, exists only to conserve the monopoly by 
the capitalist class of the wealth taken from the 
workers__ "« As Calvin Coolidge said, "The busi
ness of government is business". Governments are 
not bodies independent of classes, representative 
of society. Where society is divided between a 
domment and a politically unconscious subject 
Class* governments represent the economic inter
ests of the dominant class. When government laws
aid regulations seem to be restrictive to human 
well being — while simultaneously claiming to be 
in the social interest, the explanation for this 
iwasse is that they never legislate for society, 
but for the ruling 10 per cent, against the rest 
of the population. Its very coerciveness, with 
its armed forces, civil aid military, helps bare 
the state as a child of conflicting class 
interests, not of a common interest. The exist
ence of a socially powerful coercive body reveals 
the true non-democratic bias in an allegedly 
classless situation. And all done on the shallow 
pretext that pumans are innately evil and must be 
forced to be good (forced to be democratic?) or 
that democracy rests on the superior intelligence

or nature of a minority that knows best. Where 
civil rights exist, a degree of Political democ
racy usually exists, which could be used by the 
workers to free themselves from wage-slavery, as 
the Socialist Party of Canada continually sug
gests they do. To date the workers instead have 
used the ballot to unconsciously Perpetuate their 
bondage.

It would be inconsistent for the Socialist 
Party of Canada to stress working class under
standing of capitalism as a method of establish
ing a classless democrary, while tolerating 
leadership in its own organization. An awakened 
majority could never use the SPC as its political 
instrument for emancipation if the Socialist 
Party had leaders. Once awakened the useful -A 
majority will have no need for political leaders 
continually taking advantage of its social ignor
ance and dangling promises before its eyes. The 
conscious majority will be giving instructions to 
its political servant, not looking for directions 
from it.

As things are, working class support for cap
italism requires that it be politically in a 
state of slumber with no general knowledge of its 
existence as a separate class divorced from any 
identity with its masters. Consequently politi
cal opportunists, leaders and propagandists are 
omni-present features of the current scene. All 
other political Parties representing capitalist 
interests have leaders, the total effect of which 
is that the capitalist class is leading the wor
king class in the directions it wants the workers 
to go.

nannnnnnnnnnnncnnnnnnnnnmnunnnnnniJUEnjnnnnuHnnnnn
J. H. BURROUGH

Word has been received of the Passing of an
other old Socialist, Jack Burrough.

Burrough - "Bruff" to those closest to him - 
was an early member of the old SPC and editor of 
the "Western Clarion" for 21 months before and 
during the first world war. He was a member of 
the reorganized party in the 1930s and remained 
active until the 1940s, moving then to Denman 
Island. He lectured frequently and wrote regu
larly for the "Western Socialist" in its early 
years.

The end came in the third month after his 
97th birthday. In his many years of association 
he had his disagreements with the party, but he 
never knew a party that he liked better and he 
remained loyal to the end. His letters to the 
members were rare in latter years, his last one 
closing, "Still in revolt".

To Mrs. Jean Burrough who survives him, our 
greatest sympathy and best wishes.
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The ’’free” press in civil rights countries 
and the government controlled press of the total
itarian countries boast about their informed 
public but this information is nothing much more 
than the needs of the class that controls the 
media. Profit interests are misrepresented as 
being the interests of society. Civil rights are 
more necessary in the highly developed areas be
cause the workers there not only produce all the 
wealth but run the system for their bosses too. 
It is necessary that they be constantly informed 
of their exploiters' needs under the guise of a 
common interest.

The continued concealment of the class divis
ion and the promotion of a phoney common interest 
is relied upon by the otter Parties for their 
membership and electoral support. That is why 
they need leaders. The essence of the other 
parties is leadership-deception of the working 
majority in the interests of the owning minority. 
The essence of the Socialist Party of Canada is 
democracy to reveal - to educate the working- 
class.

foAyicrru

ital* iron bars of money* profits* the state* 
armed farces* banks* bureaucracy* etc. The stone 
wa< -• u iron bars are converted into lnstitut-

.. v* freedom through rose colored glasses worn 
the inmates and supplied by the rich man an

♦ I hill free of charge.
Leftis4 oarties come along and urge the 

prisoners to chance the scene very slightly by 
electing the warden to control the rich man an 
the hill* allowing the prisoners to sleep in an 
extra hour in the morning and having steaks for 
dinner once a week* and perhaps more exercise 
time. Refusing to shed the rose-colored glasses* 
their distorted vision of reality prevents them 
from noticing that it is the rich man’s different 
relationship from their subservience - his owner
ship of the prison* and their support of his own
ership that is his means of control over them* 
that he still bosses the orison through his cont
rol of the warden and of the prisoners’ thinking. 
In short* their incarceration is a co-operative 
thing between themselves and their rulers. They 
are imprisoned by Political ideas more than they 
are by armed guards or iron bars.

The excapist ideas of religion tend to dull 
the mind and inhibit the g«owtn of scientific 
curiosity about the nature of society. Religion 
is used by the capitalist class to fortify its 
political mythology. It is not strange at all* 
that religious thinking is acceptable to all 
parties* except the Socialist Party of Canada.

As sincere as they may be leftists unfor
tunately are trapped along with the rest of the 
working class by the pervasive pantomwe of the 
ruling forces of capitalism. As such* they are 
political brothers of those on the extreme right 
in their assumptions that any social change must 
be confined within the rigid boundary of the cap
ital* wage-labor marriage that forms the economic 
foundation of current society.

The Socialist Party stands out separately 
from all others by stressing that no effective 
social change for the majority is possible with
in this capital wage-labor boundary? further* 
that it is this boundary* this division into 
owners and non-owners of the means of life which 
is the root cause of the increasing problems with 
which the world’s workers are unsuccessfully 
attempting to cope.

To illustrate the impotcncy of leftists* the 
institutions of class rule could be analogous to 
a prison* with the walls of wage-labor and cap

CAi/neu
It is the misunderstanding of the institu

tions of capitalism that causes seme workers to 
fall for the charm of a leader. Such is the case 
in so-called "Communist” China. There the state 
control of industry more successfully conceals 
the existence of a capitalist class and the 
resultant schism between owners and non-owners.

The old saying "Stone wails do nop a prison 
make...” possibly alludes to the concept that 
controlling workers* minds is more efficient than 
tangible restrictions could ever be* under the 
industrial style of exploitation. In the "prison 
of the mind" of Chinese workers* and Maoists 
elsewhere the oppressive capitalist institutions 
of money-wages-Profits are either neutral or are 
agents of freedom for the Chinese "people". 
Granted* since peasantry subservience to the 
feudal estate* has been converted to wage-slavery 
subservience to the capitalist financial fortune* 
the Chinese masses may be materially better oft. 
However* the Chinese working class are acquiring 
the Problems of their fellow workers elsewhere 
while their millionaires never had it better.

When Maoists are informed that there ar« 
capitalists in China* they sometimes refuse tc 
believe it. Beliefs would not be necessary n 
Maoists understood the system. Now that China 
has also applied for membership W the Worn? Bant 
further evidence is supplied that the state cap
italism is building there hidden behind the new 
mask of ‘Communis*"* and tne old masx of nation
alism. The process mirrors what has oeen happen
ing in Russia since 1917. Both are merely varied 
repetitions of what took Place in England in 168# 
and in France in 1789.
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v«rwfu»rd and Bolshevik political parties 
stress or* minority consciousness relegates then 
to merely twentieth century theorists for bour
geois revolution in peasant countries. The pro
ductive Potential of the earth is now adequate to 
supply the needs of mankind. It is not necessary 
to build more capitalism in backward countries. 
The priority now is establishment of common 
ownership and democratic control of this world 
potential.

(fair Jav tfatf/dnd, Wfaldr
Aldine oppressed peoples m the third world? 

Certainly the native entrepeneurs of the undeve
loped nations are waiting with itchy fingers. 
They II even put their native workers to the job 
of expanding any financial aid into new profits, 
for ihemsetves ano for the foreign loaners or 
"aiders'*. That s what ’’economic growth" is 
about. The productive potential of the earth is 
now adequate to supply the needs of mankind* 
There is no necessity to go through the Painful 
and wasteful process of building more capitalism 
in these areas. These people wilt never be libe
rated until the world’s workers become liberated 
from capitalist ideology.

Leftists do more damage by retarding the 
political maturity of the world s workers than 
the openly capitalist parties do oy masquerading 
their efforts at freedom, within slavery, as 
Oelng "Socialism", or Communism".

Left-wing parties are not "partly Socialist", 
or a step toward Socialisn. or an improvement 
over the center-right parties. In Britain, Lord 
Shinwell (who used to be Emmanuel Shinwell before 
his heroic exploits for Britain s privileged 
class — he deserves his title) asked in a tele
vision interview what had been accomplished in 
his 70 years as a Labor Party politician said - 
"nothing". There were still the rich and poor - 
just the same. (Socialist Standard. Dec*73). The 
British Labor Party has run British capitalism 
several times nd because it is a reform party 
dedicated to the illusion of improvements for the 
servants within their masters’ household capital
ism is still there. Still being in the servant 
role, the workers suffer all the problems of 
their class elsewhere including the countries 
where the left-wing illusion has not been tried.

According to a Chinese proverb, "a journey of 
a thousand miles begins with but a step**. But 
the first step to Socialism does not involve mak
ing minor repairs to capitalism. That is a step 
backwards. What it does involve is more under
standing. of the money-wages-profit system being 
the cause of the problems. Because of their cap
italist dogmas, leftists confine their activity 
within the respectable strictures of the bosses’ 
system. therefore, like excess profits, exploi
tation is merely an "unfair” thing. If profits

are kept small then things are "fair" and conse
quently aoualitarian. The same ideal is attained 
if same excess profits are distributed to the de
stitute. In the confused leftist’s mind a level
ling out of poverty is equated with "Socialism".

PROFITS FOR ALL THE PEOPLE
Another aspect of this sand castle is the 

theory of the left-wing nationalists, such as the 
N.D.P.’s former Waffle wing. The Waffle main
tained that if the billions of dollars in profits 
that flow out of Canada yearly to the U.S. owners 
could be retained in Canada they would benefit 
ail the people of the country. If that money was 
left in Canada it obviously would belong to 
Canadian caP||8,ists who would use it for the 
same purpose their U.S. brothers do - to expand 
itself by continued robbery of the patient 9 to 
S’ers via the wages system. Any workers whose 
wages were too low to sustain cxploitaoilixy 
would be revived with the smelling salts of the 
dole from taxes paid by the owners of capital, 
through their servant - the state. ihe economic 
equation of capitalism would see to it, that the 
workers of uanaoa would receive no appreciable 
benefit from erstwhile profits going to the Li.S.

The leftist economic false picture is 
strengthened oy the myth that profits are made by 
"buying cheap and selling dear". It follows then, 
that if tie prices at Safeway Stores are "too 
high", evferybooy. rich and poor alike gets ripped 
off. that is, if’rich People and poor people shop 
at Safeway, they are both exploited equally by 
other rich people who own Safeway. Therefore 
"exploitation” is classless. This kind of myth
ology, along with crooked politicians, allegedly 
cheating society, leaves the nature of real 
exploitation unsuspected. It is harmless to the 
capitalist class and is given lots of Play in its 
media. A good blind alley to lead blind workers - 
down - keeps them innocent and busy, playing at r 
"revolution". The fundamental social split that 
marks capitalism is kept out of sight.

Reforms may temporarily and partially al
leviate some working class problems but their 
tendency is to help the top strata of society by 
improving the productivity of those who produce 
at relatively and generally lower wages. They 
fit in nicely with the needs of the investment 
class. Reforms have been promoted primarily by 
the CCF-MDP and the so-called Communist Party 
but brought in by Liberal and Conservative gov
ernments who obviously saw their monetary value 
to the capitalist class.

In the old Regina Manifesto of the early 
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, the lofty 
ideals of Pensions and unemployment insurance for 
the workers have resulted in Padding the profits 
of commerce and don’t seem like lofty ideals any 
more. Workers who can see a dole coming are in 
the habit of not resisting pressures against
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wages as hard as they otherwise would do. Medi- 
care is another instance where the workers are 
given a false sense of security in addition to 
keeping them on the job* and keeping wages down.

The New Democratic Party* far from being a 
party that clarifies for the purpose of ending 
wage-slavery* insidiously contributes to the 
brainwashing that inhibits even the Piddling 
rearguard effects of union activity. The name of 
this deadly game is IDEAS - the struggle of the 
workers to learn* against the capitalist class 
and its allies with its media and political 
parties aiming to confuse.

The Socialist Party of Canada noted the gen
era, conservatism of the Regina Manifesto back in 
,933* when that bit of political darkness first

only Socialisticai|y 
first one) included 
of a better society*

saw the light of day. Its 
counding paragraph (the 
"exchange1* in its vision 
i.e. money* one of the economic Pillars of the
unjust society was to continue. They also 
promised to compensate any shareholders whose 
industries might be nationalized. So while the 
early CCF offered more crumbs to the propertiless 
Cass* to the owners of the means of production 
it offered continued ownership of their immense 
wealth. Is it necessary to ask* on whose side 
are these reform Parties?

After leading the unknowing* (and therefore 
trusting and following) workers and farmers of 
Saskatchewan down the road of welfare capitalism

— for 20 years* Tommy Douglas (former national 
shepherd of the NDP) shed more light on this 
point. During a federal election campaign* he 
said that "75 per cent of the platform we propos
ed back In 1933 has been Introduced"* in Canada. 
(Weekend Magazine Mo. 36/Vol. 2/61). And* still* 
all children in some sections of Montreal suffer 
irreparable brain damage at birth* because of 
malnutrition of their mothers during pregnancy. 
(Weekend Mag./Oct. U/73). The base of capital
ism has remained unchanged since* obviously.

Reforms leave the depressing problems of 
capitalism* poverty* starvation* war* misery - 
untouched. They also tend to prolong a dream of 
progress and beneficial change within the prison 
of wage-laoor and. capita*. There is an old 
saying - "co reform is to conserve"* and the 
conservatives of the right and of the left are 
inadvertently united on this. If reforms were a 
"step toward Socialism" then the workers have 
been stepping toward Socialism for over a hundred 
years. However capitalism is doing fine* because 
in order to keep its exploitative base unchanged 
the superstructure of capitalism* of necessity* 
has always been in a state of reform.

The disillusionment of left biassed ecolo
gists after the seating of their favored NDP pro
vincial governments was Predictable. Governments 
given a mandate to run capitalism cannot serve 
two masters. Trapped in a contradiction between 
the money-profit-economy values which they sup
port on one hand* and capitalism’s acquisitive 
and destructive essence on the other* the hori
zons of ecology reformers are not wide. The 
conservation measures of NDP governments are nar
rower stilt. They embrace little more than what 
their Political buddies* the Socrtds* Liberals* 
Tories* etc. embrace* that is* just enough con
servation of nature to conserve capitalism* and 
contrary to their illusions* the very existence 
of the capitalist system of society demands dep
redation of man and nature.

fylur Gafu£aJto£r

There was a time when the left-versus-right 
argument assumed distinguishable tones of grey. 
Not now. The tones have merged into a straight 
grey. Both left and right-wing parties advocate 
reforms while out of office. Both types enact 
some of them while in office. The running of the 
system inevitably involves reforms to try to copc 
witn the immense problems thrown up by the 
system. There never was much more than a fertile 
imagination for any leftist party in search of a 
reason to call itself "Socialist”. And still 
nothing real remains between leftists and openly 
capitalist parties to base differences upon.

Tne switch over trow "private" capitalism to 
the Partly state and welfare style* both being 
"for the people" was easy* given the initial fan
tasy that the state can serve society. The logic 
would be that now "the peoples* representative" 
was in direct control of industry* the people 
would be better off.

Being nothing more than a variation of old 
capitalist mythology* left-wing ideology* giving 
false hope to so many of the working public* 
lubricates the media everywhere* in schools* in 
Church* in the press* on the air waves. Through 
fancy text books* learned professors of history* 
economics and sociology* and "experts on Marx", 
in high schools* colleges and universities* young 
people are inculcated with the bosses’ version of 
what Socialism is supposed to mean. Steering the 
world's workers away from any perception of cur
rent class division* and the connection between 
the money-wases-orofit economy and social prob
lems* to prolong the fiction of a common inter
est. subversion of the majority* against .taking
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tM next ste# in social erogress, tM over-all 
coamftications »e»aritus is a *tar>s of censoring 
politico! infonoation. Since the hu<w> sriMl is 
« problem solving, sociol-political species* this 
unieue strength is negated into a liability 
through the ovenue of reforms* - leading te 
disillusionment, indifference and eoathy.

Some wancers have made #ra«resa in under
standing capitalism Out they have done so in 
soite of, net because of* leftist Political part
ies.

replaces profit? where man’s world administration 
of his affairs replaces capitalxst-class govern
ment over subservient People* where the absence 
of insecurity makes co-operation easy and 
desirable.

This is the new social arrangement that the 
conditions of the present system make necessary 
for the freeing of the useful and oppressed 
majority the world over.

idoGtaMMW

If* as has been shown. the relationships and 
institutions of capitalism are the root source of 
working class problems, the logical course is to 
get rid af these problem by establishing new 
relationships - common ownership and denocratic 
control in Place af class ownership - mankind's 
administration over things instead of capitalist 
class government over the working class - rela
tions* between hunan beings* insteaa of property 
relations* or relations between coanodities with
humans tied to them. Production is now an inter- 
ated, global Process.

Ta account for the productive Process of 
every element of ant commodity such as a TV set* 
wauid invalve the organization of production at a 
world level. The existence of every individual 
is now eruaeshed in a technical division of labor 
global in scope and capable or providing the 
wants of mankind.

When profit restrictions are removed and 
industrial-technical potential is allowed to 
encompass the needs of world society enough can 
be supplied for ail. There has never been an 
over-POPulation problem for a long time but only 
a theory to hide the fact that the production of 
goods and services is held back by the barrier of 
sales for profits.

Since man has co-operative needs far social 
solidarity* creativity, individuality* a class
less society of voluntary contributions and free 
access is the only arrangement compatible with 
his nature and needs. A society in which the 
population of the earth consciously controls its 
affairs, in its interests* without classes, prop
erty in the means of production, without armed 
forces* without the state, without money, wages, 
profits* poverty or war, in which people have 
freedom of movement to any Place on earth to Pur
sue whatever intrigues them! a clean, unpolluted 
world where resources can be used sensibly, with
out waste, because they are consciously control
led by man, for mankind! a society where People 
are motivated by enlightened self interest and 
social responsibility producing voluntarily ac
cording to ability while consuming freely accor
ding to desires or wants! where human wellbeing

One purpose of this introduction to the ideas 
of the Socialist Party of Canada is to reduce 
some of the confusion about the numerous, so- 
called Socialist Parties and to illustrate that 
there is only one, and can be only one, genuine 
Socialist Party in each country. It may help to 
show that the Socialist Party of Canada is not an i 
ideological splinter of the NDP or a front for 
the non-Communist "Communist" Party but rather 
that the NDP and CP are splinters or fellow- 
travellers of the old Liberal and Conservative 
Parties, along with the Maoist and Trotskyite 
splinters of splinters. While these confusion- 
ists compose a body that ignores the wage-labor 
capital relationship, the Socialist Party alone 
points to this relationship as the root cause of 
the problems of the world’s workers. Some work
ers have arrived at this Marxist understanding of 
capitalist society independently of any exposure 
to the Socialist Party. If they desire to do 
something to effect revolutionary social change 
they can be more effective by working in co-oper- 
ation with a Party that is so dedicated. While 
ail workers have some understanding of capitalism 
most do not have enough understanding of the 
whole Picture. To acquire the ability to make a 
free choice between the Marxist analysis versus 
the well known capitalist version requires more 
information than is contained herein. A further ) 
perusal of the journals and Pamphlets of the 
Socialist Party of Canada and its companion 
parties in other countries in addition to the 
elementary works of Marx and Engels is usually 
necessary for this

LOUIS FRIEND

Old comrades are Passing from the scene rap
idly these days. The latest is Louis Friend, a 
member of the Winnipeg Local.

Lou became aware of Socialism through asso
ciation with the Socialist Party of Great Britain 
many years ago. He moved from England to 
Winnipeg and became a member of the Socialist 
Party of Canada in the 1930s. From then until 
declining health slowed him about four years ago 
he was regular in attendance at Party meetings, 
always ready to help in the work that had to be 
done, functioning as Companion Parties Secretary 
for several years.

This quiet and friendly member will be 
missed by alt who knew him
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KMBER S LETTERS TO JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHERS UNION

what a socialist
can do in his union

UNIONS and UNIONISM WHO CONSTITUTES THE UNION?

The spirit of the six letters in October’s 
Vox Pop was encouraging for their concern over 
union problems in today's world.

Unionism and unions are not synonyms. Union
ism symbolized the workers= basic retirements in 
matters of hours* wages and shop conditions. That 
is why* when the chips are down* the strike is 
our only weapon. There are valid criticisms o1 
some for the way tney function. Solidarity and 
democratic procedures are necessities for union
ism.

It simply is not true that there is a harmony 
of interests between capital and labor. The 
lessons of experience have proven this. Sad that 
so many workers do not realize this.

Labor (i.e.* the working class) should act 
economically in its unions for its economic needs 
for example* as a graphic arts union rather than 
being involved in jurisdictional* internecine 
quarrels. (Historically* this has been ITU pol
icy* going back to Pioneer days and in later days 
with the AFL and AFL-CIO executive committees).

fe Then* it should act politically* as a Party*
for its social needs: a sane world fit for human 
beings. We should have discovered that COPE is 
futile for it supports "friends" who have bet
rayed us.

I. (Rab) Rabinowich* Boston Local I3* I.T.U. 

TIME IS RIPE FOR A SANE SOCIETY
A retirement message.
Experience demonstrates that efforts to re

form capitalism have been futile. Shoddy merch
andise* adulterated food* Pollution* corruption* 
crime* wars* monopolies* etc.* etc. are still 
with us despite many laws passed to solve such 
problems.

Reason: Profits - and profits alone - are the 
primary objectives of production. Goods are 
produced for sale* not use!

I he strides in technology and science have 
created potential abundance. No longer do peopie 
starve oecause we can’t produce enough. (Observe) 
today s energy crisis.)

Everyone now can live useful* meaningful 
lives* ooina the things they love and enjoy.

Who constitutes the union? Answer: It is 
the membership and not its elected officials who 
constitute tne union.

ihe function of the officers is to administer 
the daily affairs of the union* to carry out the 
instructions of the majority of the union. They 
are not our "leaders" deciding w«at is good for 
us. This is the essence of union democracy.

Union "bureaurtats" such as Georae Meany and 
John L. Lewis demanstrate that such leaders often 
become convinced that they are the union. Con
cepts of "good leaders" give rise to the super
stition of "indispensable men”. No man is indis
pensable. Don’t underestimate the capacities of 
the membership.

Far more important to the union than "good 
leaders" are good members* concerned with union 
affairs* instructing their officers wnat policies 
to pursue. Limiting officers to three consecutive 
terms at a time would be a healthy procedure.

Sound union principles are guide lines to 
sound union procedures. In today s raoioly deve
loping technologies* the main strength of the 
unions m their oattle with the economic might of 
capital is the solidarity of labor in its common 
interests. What counts is noi what our "leaoers ' 
are doing for us but what we are doing ourselves. 

I. (Rab) Rabinowich* Boston Local 13* I.T.U.

Monotonous drudgery for the profits of the few 
has destroyed pride in our work.

It is erroneous to think that greed ano 
selfishness are responsiole for evils of society. 
The dog-eat-dog jungle of today’s chaotic world 
breeds greed and selfishness. (Note Watergate.)

Solution: Knowledge of today’s social 
relationships. Our fellow workers are not 
stupid. Tney have been brainwashed by head
fixing propaganda.

the vast majority* once it waxes up to tneir 
interest* will vote for socialism -- a world fit 
for human beings. A majority has no need for 
violence. Socialism means genuine democracy!

Tne one thing lacking is socialist 
consciousness.

l. (Rab) Rabinowich* Boston locsi 13* I.T.U.
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AFTER HALF A CENTURY OF THEM WHERE IS THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM?

reforms
Socialists arc often accused of being opposed 

to reform: social legislation ostensibly design
ed to ameliorate soma mort or less intolerable 
situation - Medicare! Social Security* etc.

However* to the contrary* the World Socialist 
Parties are NOT OPPOSED to reforms PER SE» any 
more than they ADVOCATE the*.. Socialists do not 
support or agitate for reforms precisely on the 
erounds upon which they are ostensibly presented* 
for they do NOT CURE the ills to which they are 
addressed. We contend further that the interest 
of the ruling powers lies in attracting votes for 
their various political programs. Witness the 
reforms* or promises* offered by the politicoes 
in an election year. They are a necessary policy 
of governments seeking a broader base of support 
in their efforts to maintain a sufficient degree 
of viability in the capitalist system? to keep 
order in a social system whose nature is to en
gender disorder? to maintain an unstable equilib
rium in a system continually facing crises. And 
in times of great stress the offering of reforms 
to a restless and dissatisfied pooulace, helps to 
provide a "breathing spell” to a badly harassed 
government.

The Roosevelt reforms of the New Deal* im
mediately following the “Great Depression" were 
instituted not only as a sop to the enraged dis
possessed, but to rebuild and reinforce a sagging 
business economy and fractured financial struc
ture. They succeeded only to a very limited 
degree. As a worried mother tries to appease 
a howling infant by placing a pacifier in the 
child’s mouth and sometimes sweetens it by coat
ing it with syrup - so these reforms were offer
ed with promises to do away with "fear” - that 
of the dispossessed and of those also who own 
and control.

But they did nothing whatever to help resolve 
the basic contradictions in the economic system. 
The gap between the “haves' and the "have nots: 
remained and even widened, and the economy was 
“saved" only by the outbreak of war. This war 
basis has continued throughout the ensuing 
“peace" years.

Consider also two outstanding reforms of the 
past few years: The "Aliaxa par Progreso", and 
the War on Poverty", The former is now dying of 
inanition, and the latter never succeeded in 
getting off the ground.

The Alliance for Progress was undertaken to 
underwrite the "Good Neighbor Policy", to fasten 
Laten America to the chariot of United States 
Imperialism, so that the countries to be "helped"
might become suppliers of raw materials, and 
sources of capital accumulation. The denizens of 
the slums of Peru, Guatamala, Brazil, etc., still 
wallow in their unrelieved poverty, and any great 
protest on their part is taken care of by dicta
torial rulers, aided and abeted by the C.I.A. 
and the Green Berets. Meantime here at home the 
increasing poverty and hopelessness of the ghet
tos of all our large cities gives the lie to the 
"Great Society" and its "War on Poverty". And 
that great reform which one writer says "is 
daintily referred to as Urban Renewal" does not 
even begin to touch the fringe of the problem. 
Capitalism here produced the ghetto with its 
overcrowded and frustrated inhabitants, yet Capi
talism cannot reform it. It may, however, des
troy it, for the introduction of more sophisti
cated weaponry and a National Guard specially 
trained in "riot control" is now suggested as the 
answer, an increasingly voiced response to the 
chaos and disorders of the moment. This now 
seems to be the only response of the selfish 
egotism of a ruling clique.

5

A half a century of reforms, which do not 
reform, leaves this society more affluent in the 
upper levels and more poverty stricken in the 
lower. The fewer rich become richer and the 
increasing many poorer. Despite growth in the 
Gross National Product, despite an apparent rise ’ 
in the general standard of living for some, the 
gap remains and widens.

While contending that Capitalism cannot be 
genuinely reformed in the interest of the whole 
of society, Socialists contend also that it can 
be superseded by a better, higher, social order. 
It is to this end - that of changing the world - 
that Socialists direct their efforts.

It once was asked of this writer at a public 
meetings "Row would you socialists suggest, right 
now, organizing production"? The reply is simple 
enough - "PRODUCTION is already organized - there 
is no problem in that area. There is no anarchy 
in production today? Anarchy appears when the 
products reach the market. So production, socia
lists insist will be carried on as it is now BUT 
WITH THE OTHER FELLOW, THE CAPITALIST OWNER, OUT 
OF THE PICTURE. But there being no problem in 
Production - only in distribution - these impor
tant changes will occur:

(I) Distribution of goods and 
services instead of exchange? 
thus "use" instead of "profit".
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(.2) Administration of THINGS ins
tead of Government over PEOPLE.

(3> A complete social body* not one 
divided into Rulers and Ruled.

(4) An entire economy administered 
democratically in the interest 
of the entire community.

In closing permit this observation! Any 
socialist with a correct reading of Marx and 
knowledge gained from his own reasearches into 
history knows that societies have passed through 
various periods» with different social formula
tions* but ever possessing rulers and ruled* 
until today man faces another ’’Eternal Order", 
capitalism. This present order* despite its 
cruelties and oppressions represented social ad
vance and in its early stages* compared to its 
antecedents* was "liberal" and "Progressive". It 
is no more "Eternal" than Feudalism* or chattel 
Slavery. Capitalism’s increasing and continual 
crises indicate its time of dissolution* as it 
was with previous social orders: "Where wealth 
accumulates and man decay".

Growing affluence above among the few* 
abysmal poverty below the lot of the many. Chaos 
abounds and confusion reigns* crime in the 
streets and warfare abroad. These and one thou
sand and one other distressing items are featured 
daily in the news media and presently exercise 
more and more minds in the populace.

The politicians cry "Reform, Law and Order", 
etc.* etc., and the Pity is that so many are 
thereby fooled.

The socialist contention that capitalism can
not be reformed in the interests of the majority 
but it can be abolished is reinforced in the 
language of History. A study of History teaches 
that no Society ever sets itself the task of 
dealing with any situation or problem without 
that Society having first developed the neces
sary and sufficient conditions m process of 
emergence. NOr can any society be dissolved and 
replaced by a higher one until it has developed 
all those forces requisite for its replacement. 
These forces are now abundantly evident.

A high technological Perfection is seen in 
modem society - automation* which does not come 
about automatically (it is often restrained 
because of the influence of various vested 
interests).

It also can be seen how the productive 
apparatus is capable of producing more than a 
sufficiency for all. The age long problem facing 
man - PRODUCTION - has been solved. Poverty* 
chaos* war and social strife can be eliminated by 
doing away with the root causes of these horrors. 
This is socialism’s objectives To abolish capit
alism* not vamli attempt to reform it.

Think, think, and THINK AGAIN and THINKING 
ARIGHT join in this great and only meaningful 
task. ,sJ>

Editor
Victoria Daily Times

Dear Sir:

SePt.2O»i973

There is a risk of offending the religious 
precepts of the Times* its columists and many of 
its readers* in relation to the nature of current 
world society. But it seems necessary to Point 
out that in the instance of Salvadore Allende and 
the country of Chile* Allende never was a Marxist. 
He and his party did not have a Marxist under
standing of society - nor therefore the concept 
of the solution to the problems afflicting the 
bottom majority* the problems that arise out of 
this society.

It has been pointed out in Times articles 
that Allende*s party carried out reforms in 
greater measure* and faster* - reforms that the 
Christian Democrat Party that preceded Allende 
had already started. Yet the Christian Democrats 
were not generally regarded as being Marxist. So 
why call Allende a Marxist for merely expanding 
upon what non-Marxists were doing?

Unless one wants to subscribe to the theory 
that a larger quantity of something changes its 
nature. Like a gallon container with a quart of 
water in it. Add three more quarts of water and 
presto* we have a gallon of whiskey! This theory 
would never succeed in a distillery. It won t 
work to solve the Political problems of the use-- 
ful section of society either.

The result of Marx’s lifetime analysis of 
capitalism and of those who worked with him was 
the advocacy of a class-less* state-less* money
less* wage-less* profit-less world of common 
ownership and democratic control of the means of 
production and distribution. To be based upon 
free access and voluntary effort* - itself 
motivated by enlightened self interest and social 
responsibility.

Allende’s coalition in Chile on the other 
hand* was preoccupied with serving sections of 
the Chilean owning class as opposed to foreign 
capital, and in assisting in bringing Chile 
completely out of semi-feudalism into modem cap
italism. (Improving education, incomes, and 
housing for the producers is good business for 
the owning class that the producers produce for).

The democratic capitalism of sre-coup Chile 
was a good thing in relation to the rest of South 
America* because without the universal franchise 
the afflicted majority .could never vote for a 
real Marxist basic change. But civil rights* as 
necessary as they are* are not enough without the 
understanding of the cause of social problems. 
The Marxist-Socialist euphemism in Chile was a 
glamorous cover~up and vote getter* but was no 
more capable of solving workers’ problems than 
the NDP or "Coonunis("party is in Canada.

J .6. Jenkins*
959 Darwin Aye. 
Victoria, B.C.
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marx or gessell?
THE FREE ECONO** ASSOCIATION INC. US.A. which 

ero«Mrat<s the social end economic theariet of 
SILVIO GESELL im tbelr official or* on* "The 
Answer" hot devoted thoir it tut for third wuorttr 
1073 (No. 7b) to the subject of ,'Sociotloot"» 
ouotina extracts from our C earn mu an Part? in Now 
Zealand's journal * SOCIALIST VIEWPOINT No. 7* 
t972 and alto from tho Soot. SOCIALIST standard 
1072. ________ ________

Nowavtr* the trttoio eight ooaoo of thia 
ahamahiat ia oomtatoO with a coot lot* mia- 
understandine of Nsrx and of scientific social* 
is*. As than art at taast twenty atorina errors, 
we can antr auote o few herewith as a smaala. 
Deter is ma Enaeis as* ouete* “the teacher of 
Kart Narx“...who...Hsuooorted Marx with

"40 shilling* a month to write hio fake 
caostal theory". "Marx hod no or octi col 
experience in Surma, tel line"* "end 
•roducina. He never was a Manufacturer* 
merchant or '’laborer’*. He never did any 
®roducina later.

So Horx* sweat ma hit dots out* aivina birth to 
"Dot Capital”* writ ma article* tor the ’’New York 
Hertld Trioteie"* work inc with Enae Is on "The 
Sermon Ideology" etc. etc. ttc. never oroduced 
anything. One wonders lutt how a mar. of Hr. 
Bruno H. Schubert's calibre*
as Editor ef "The Answer"*
Fro* our next euote it will be Plainly seen that 
it is Mr. Schubert himself x*a has fallen for 
the fake theory of tho Xoamniets" of tho 
U.S.S7I7T

"Whore tho Marx theory* Social is* 
has been triad* it hot met with

Tho best examples ore Russia and 
several ototos in the Cos tom sort of Euraae. 
In these otatee tho production and distribu
tion of Moods is meneaed by tht Governments. 
The workers ore employed and paid by the 
Geverrenent. The results ore commonly known." 
Poae 2. (my italics* G.R.R.). So what is 
"bolna triad*’ io tho same mode of production 
that exists all over the Clobe I Maybe the

himself producing 
can* be so naive.

ouote.•• 
(Communism)» 
obstacles.

ciobe I 
we re rather tiredresi socialist "trail 

of debunk ma Rutaial
os

a Phoney "Socialist" Battle Cry
be'scritmC the conditions m Russia end East 
GcrmmfY* the "Anewer" contends they ore based 
on - >• ouote•»

"The Socialist battle cry of* "Freedom* 
Equality end Brotherhood" (end) These 
conditions are even criticized by the 
Socialist Orcanizotlsno of the British 
Empire (I) the U.B.A.* Canode* Australia 
Now Zeeland and others. In the "Socialist 
Viewpoint" the official organ of tho 
Socialist Party of Now Zealand* we read in
the Auc./SoPt. 72 issue* tho followinc."

Here they quote extensively from our Comrade Lee's 
article on "State Capital lam in Russia” which was 
deal inc with the recently formed "Citizen’s 
Committee” and wishmc them speed m "the for
mation of a genuine Social lot Party ef Russia”.
But these Passages were not quoted which was a 
Pity as the article should be read in it's 
entirety. But we wish to out the record straight 
on that to called socialist battle cry* because 
the only "battle cry” Socialists are interested 
in* comes from that "lazy unproductive sod" Karl 
Marx who splendidly critized the reformist slogan 
of "a Fair Days work for a Fair Day’s Pay" (where 
the "fairness” comes in is a mystery still un
ravelled) and urged the working class to nail to 
their banners instead* the revolutionary watch 
word. .’’Abo I It ion of the Wages System" and on 
that we rest our case. df

It was Shelley who asked...
"What is Freedom?
Ye can tell that which slavery is* 
too we 11
For it’s very name has grown*
To an echo of your own"

So* the working class* well aware what wage 
Slavery feels like* as Shelley intimated* have 
yet to understand the surplus value Process 
whereby they are robbed. Once they do* (and 
the day is coming) they will organize with the 
World Socialist movement to speedily terminate 
their c_l_ass position as employees* from which 
springs al I their social il ls. The Reformers 
and currency jugglers of capitalism* along with 
Silvio Gesell s demarrage variety* will have 
slipped into the limbo of the past as capitalism 
gives birth to it’s legitimate child* the 
Socialist mode of production.
A "True Socialist" Proposal by Silvio Gesell. J|

"Silvio Gesell writes about a true 
socialist proposal* namely* the pooling and 
redistributing in equal shares wages and 
salaries according to the number and needs 
of the families".

which goes to show where the Philosophy of "True 
Socialism" can land one! Far from understanding 
Marxian Socialism, Gesell is here dabbling in a 
mere redistribution of poverty within the wages 
system failing to realize that no amount of 
juggling with the total Pool of wages can in
crease that pool beyond the value of their tbtai 
labour power which is based on the cost of pro
duction of wage and salary slaves? and capitalism 
remains intact, despite "True Socialism",

Long ago* Marx and Engels* writing their 
"German Ideology" castigated the early German 
"true socialist" philosophers in a searching 
analysis, describing their Hegelian attachment 
as a hybrid sect whose literature was only for 
the Few who were "initiated into the mysteries 
of "The Thinking Mind" etc. They also pointed 
out that these "true socialists" had abandoned 
the realm of real history for the realm of 
ideology and that..quote
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'This then forms the foundation of so called 
"true socialism" which is loudly proclaimed* 
in the terms used Ox the Tories for the 
Endiish constitution to be.-"The pride of 
our nation and the envy of our neidhbeurs".

(The German Ideolody") Marx Ends Is. 
(oedes 80 A 01» Int. Pub. New York.,

So much far "true social lam’’* which any 
capitalist Government of any nation could 
•"Bract without a sindle euelm. Mr. Schubert* 
5• bf.e note.

Finally* in view af the above remarks* 
eerhapt the "Free Economy Association Inc", will 
reconsider it's opinion aoaut Marx’s "has 
Capital*’ beind a "fake" theory and we leak for
ward to their re-essesanant of same in a future 
Issue of their ’’Answer". Capitalism is ctrtainly 
not eternal end as marx out it»..."It is it’s own 
drive didder" and has already divan birth ta the 
World Socialist movement which is at least* the 
tnd af the b«einmnd'* t?

E.R. PuaseH. (S.P.G.B.)
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